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Instead of rebelling like every young woman, she listen to her father. That's why today she 
lives in a house with a garden, near a lake, not in a block.

Piece of land, house, tree. It's a solid foundation, not a flat in a block, said Joanna's dad when she 
was looking for her place just after her studies. Like most young people, she was looking for a 
typical flat. - I watched a few and practically every seemed terribly small. Where to put a bike or a 
baby stroller? And then my dad found an advert about the sale of a house near the lake, says 
Joanna.

Only walls and roofs stood there, all in a rough condition, but there was plenty of space and a wild 
garden she always dreamed of. She took a loan and bought this habitat. Although she's been living 
here for a few years with her the family, she's laughing that it’s still under construction. Joanna likes 
cozy interiors in which natural fabrics and wood dominate. - I have been browsing foreign catalogs 
while admiring the simplicity of the Scandinavian style. It fits everywhere and never gets bored, 
even after years - she adds.

In the process of decorating the house, Joanna came up with the idea to set up an online store 
with furniture and accessories. - There are many Polish brands in it. Sometimes they are tiny 
manufactories that offer great designs and quality - she admits. She tests how furniture works in 
everyday use, and in a family with four children it’s a difficult test. Joanna's recipe seems simple: - 
Pastel colors, some black and white accents and light furniture - this is my base. They brighten the 
rooms nicely on cloudy days. I let myself for more color in accessories. When I get bored, I 
exchange only details - wallpaper, pillows or rug and I already have a new room - she says.

- I do not treat a house like a museum, where everything has to shine. This is the place to live, it 
will get dirty here, there will be something to peel off, some things will break - it is so when little 
ones are romping near us. Only a dining table made of solid oak is indestructible - she adds. 
Joanna is glad that years ago she decided to buy a house, not a flat. - In this area you can still find 
wild places without turists and the air smells damp. I go to the forest or to the beach with kids and 
when the sun starts to warm up we move to the terrace and garden. We organize picnics and 
bonfires, roasting potatoes and sausages. It's nice to look at little ones playing in tents set up 
between the trees their grandfather had planted - she says.

LIVINGROOM
A white sofa in the living room with four children? Why not! If it gets dirty, Joanna throws the cover 
into the washing machine and that’s it.

BATHROOM
Joanna painted one of the walls in the bathroom mint and picked up accessories in the same 
shade. The triangles above the bathtub resemble mountains or Christmas trees.


